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Abstract. In this paper, we present results for a group theoretic analog to a parameter defined in terms of irreducible character degrees. Let G be a finite group and k be the size of the largest conjugacy class of G. The parameter e is defined by the equation jGj D p k. p k C e/. We show that jGj Ä .p=.p 1/ 2 /e 2 where p is the smallest prime dividing the order of G and classify groups that satisfy this bound.
In this paper we study a group theoretic analog to a problem in character theory initially studied by Noah Snyder [6] . He defined a parameter e by the equation jGj D d.d C e/ for a finite group G where d is the degree of an irreducible character. This parameter is small when G has a large irreducible character degree. We define and study a related parameter defined by the same equation but where d is the square root of a conjugacy class size of G. It has the similar property that the parameter is small when G has a large conjugacy class size.
We will show that jGj Ä 2e 2 and that this bound can be improved for odd order groups based on the smallest prime dividing the group order. Furthermore, we will classify groups that obtain the general bound and also classify groups that satisfy the improved bound. First, we present a brief synopsis about the development of the character theory version.
Background
Snyder classified groups based on fixed values of e, where jGj D d.d C e/ for an irreducible character degree d , and bounded the order of a group in terms of e. Before him, Yakov Berkovich classified groups where e D 1 and e D 2 (see [1] ). Snyder added the case where e D 3 and the following theorem: Theorem 1.1 (Snyder [6] ). Let G be a group of order n, d be the degree of some irreducible character of G, and
This result sparked a series of publications aiming to improve upon the bound. The first article along this line of inquiry was written by Isaacs [4] . The relevant theorem from his article is as follows. (Isaacs [4] ). Let G be a group of order n and d be the degree of some irreducible character of G. If e > 1, then n Ä Be 6 for some universal constant B.
This result required the simple group classification theorem for full generality, but succeeded in giving a polynomial bound.
Two students of Isaacs, Christina Durfee and Sara Jensen, were the next to make improvements. They removed the universal constant from Isaacs' bound and presented the following result:
. For e > 1, we have the following bounds on jGj in terms of e:
(1) If e is divisible by two distinct primes, then jGj < e 4 C e 3 .
(2) If e is a prime power, then jGj < e 6 e 4 .
(3) If e is a prime, then jGj < e 4 C e 3 .
Since e is an integer, this theorem has as an immediate corollary: jGj < e 6 e 4 for all groups G. It is still a polynomial of degree 6, but a significant improvement over Isaacs' bound.
Mark Lewis made the most recent advance [5] . He gave general conditions for a group to satisfy the stronger bound jGj Ä e 4 e 3 . He also showed that jGj Ä e 4 C e 3 for all finite groups using the techniques of Durfee and Jensen. Notably, all solvable groups satisfy the conditions of this theorem. Since there exist solvable groups where jGj D e 4 e 3 (a result due to Isaacs [4] ), the problem is satisfactorily solved for solvable groups.
Main results
The question was posed: what results hold for a group theoretic analog? Since there is a close connection between irreducible characters and conjugacy classes, it is often easy to translate a problem about characters to a problem about conjugacy classes. In this case, the equation defining e is simply jGj D d.d C e/ where d is the degree of an irreducible character so one only needs to replace d with an appropriate value. In what follows, we will take d to be the square root of a conjugacy class size of G. The reasoning behind this is to preserve the identity
If we let K denote the set of conjugacy classes of G, then our choice yields
In order to make this easier to study from a group theoretic point of view, we give an explicit definition of e as follows: Definition 2.1. Let G be a finite group. The parameter e is the unique number such that e D min¹.jC
It follows that, if x is a member of the largest conjugacy class of a finite group G, then
So our definition of e satisfies jGj D d.d C e/ if we let d be the square root of the size of a largest conjugacy class. For abelian groups, this parameter is not very interesting. If G is abelian, then e D jGj 1, which agrees with Snyder's e. In fact, e D jGj 1 if and only if G is abelian because both conditions are equivalent to C G .x/ D G for all x 2 G. We also have that e is small when G has a large conjugacy class. Unfortunately, this parameter is not, in general, an integer. For S 3 , we know that there is an x 2 S 3 such that jC G .x/j D 2 and jG W C G .x/j D 3. Since no nontrivial group can have a centralizer of order less than 2, we conclude that e D p 3 for S 3 , an irrational value. The values jC G .x/j and jG W C G .x/j are integers, however, so there are only countably many possible values for e. Furthermore, e is a positive number and we may classify groups with small e.
In what follows C n will denote the cyclic group of order n and S n will denote the symmetric group on n symbols. Theorem 2.2. Let G be a finite group such that e Ä 2. Then one of the following holds:
(1) e D 0 if and only if G is trivial. Proof. We will begin by showing that statements (1)- (4) hold in isolation and then prove that there are no other possibilities if e Ä 2. For the following, let x 2 G be an element such that e D .jC
Suppose e D 0. Then C G .x/ D 1 for some x 2 G. Only the trivial group has a trivial centralizer. This is sufficient for (1) .
Let e D 1. Then for some x 2 G, jC G .x/j D 2 and jG W C G .x/j D 1. It must be the case that jGj D 2 and so G is C 2 . It is clear that e D 1 when G D C 2 .
Take e D p 3. We must have that jC G .x/j D 2 and jG W C G .x/j D 3. This implies that G has order 6. There are only two groups of this order: C 6 and S 3 . The former is abelian and thus all its conjugacy classes are singletons. The latter has a conjugacy class of order 3 and a centralizer of order 2 which satisfy the condition. Now, let e D 2. There are two cases. If jC G .x/j D 3 and jG W C G .x/j D 1, then G must be C 3 . Since C 3 must have e D 2, we need only consider the remaining case. Assume jC G .x/j D 2 and jG W C G .x/j D 4. This implies that jGj D 8. Since jC G .x/j < 8, G cannot be abelian. The only two groups of order 8 that are not abelian are D 8 and Q 8 , the dihedral group of order 8 and quaternion group respectively. Neither of these groups have a self-centralizing involution and thus G can be neither. This completes (4) .
We will now show that there are no other values of e Ä 2. It is clear that p jGj=2 Ä e Ä jGj 1. Then, if a group is nontrivial, e 1. So consider groups G such that 1 < e < 2. The largest possible order of G is 7 since p 7=2 < 2 but p 8=2 2. There are no non-abelian groups of order 3, 4, 5, or 7 so any group where 1 < e < 2 must have order 6. Thus, the only possibility is S 3 .
It is easy to bound the order of a group once we have a known e. 
